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Paragraph 22                                    The Scope/Intent/Purpose/Goal 

To Show The Superiority of The Madness (Mania) of The Lover , 

Over and Above “the-sound-mind” () of the non-Lover 

                                                        

                                                  The Four Types of Madness : 

                                               Mania : The Gift of The Gods 

                                                                        Zeus 

1 Best      −  Philosophical (Musical) Inspiration (4th Kind of Mania, 1st Kind of Life) (249)                                                          

                               The Lover of Wisdom/Beauty/Music ,The Educator /Lover ,  

                               Being Devoted to The Matters of Love (248d) 

                                                                        Hera 

2 Better   − (2nd  Kind of Mania, 2nd Kind of  Life) (248d) The Law-abiding/Warrior King  

                                                                       Apollo 

3 Better   −Prophetic Power (1st Kind , 5th Life) Prophets/Priests/Priestesses (244B-D) 

                             Prayers & Services through Purifications & Sacred/Mystic rites (248D) 

                                                                         Ares 

 4 Better  −Divine Musical Inspiration (3rd Kind , 6th Life) Inspired Poets/Artists (248E) 

                                  

 

 

                                 :  : : Madness : being in your “right” mind  

                                                (In Proportion of Superiority) 

 

                            Worse :  − augury : “sensible prognostication”,     (244D)                                                             

                                        analogous to the non-musical/uninspired poets/lovers 
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244A            Now then on the one hand , O beautiful child , in this way Reflect that  
                                                                          

the former logos was inspired by Phaedrus , the son of Eager-for-Fame , a Brave from  
                                                       

Ousia-of-Myrrh ; whereas on the other hand , The Logos which I intend to Speak , is  
                                                                                     

from Stesichorus , the son of Good Speech , from Yearning . Therefore , the following  
                                                                       

must be said ; that the logos is not True , which says that when a Lover is present , 
            ’                                 

the non-Lover must be affirmed to be more favored , since surely , The One is Mad ,  
                                              

whereas the other is ‘of sound-mind’ . For if on the one hand , it was simply the case that  
                                                                                              

Madness is bad , then the saying would be well-said ; whereas on the other hand , now it  
                                                                               

is the case , that The Greatest of Those that are Good come to Be for Ourselves through  
                                                                                       

Madness , when She is Bestowed as A Divine Gift . For surely both The Prophetess who  
                                                                

is at Delphi and The Priestesses at Dodona , have surely on the one hand , brought-about  
   ’                                                          

many Beautiful-Good Works for the Hellenes both in private and in public affairs , when  
                                                                     

They have been Mad , whereas on the other hand , few or none when They have been of  
                                                                                      − 

Sound-Mind . And surely then , if we were to speak of The Sibyl and also All the others ,  
     −                                                               

who by consulting in Prophetic Divine-Inspiration have surely Foretold many events   
                                                            

to many people so as to Rectify/Make-Straight that which they were going to do , then 
                                                                                          

it is clear to everyone that we would speak for a very long time . And it is certainly worth  
                                                                         

while to call the following to witness ; that the ancient ones who assigned names were led 
            −          −              − 

to believe that Madness was neither shameful nor disgraceful . For they would not have 
−                                                            

woven This Self-Same Name by calling It Manic , except by Being Beautiful/Good ,  
C        ’      

when It brings about Divine Destiny , so they thought to set It down  in this way .  
                                                            

Whereas nowadays , people commonly pronounce It mantic , by inserting the letter T . 
                                              

And indeed since those that are of ‘sound-mind’ made the investigation of the future 
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by both the observation of birds and by other signs (augury) , as if they furnish Intellect  
D                                   ’   

and also history to human thinking from Understanding , they name it the thinking art ,  
                          

which the moderns nowadays named oinistic , which sounds more majestic by   
                                 

substituting the long O . Therefore surely by how much more Perfect and Honorable  
                                                                            

The Mantic Art Is than augury , in both The Name of The Function and Function ,  
                                        ’     

by that much more did the ancients bear witness that Prophetic-Mania -that comes from  
                                                                               

God-  Is more Beautiful than Soundness of Mind –that comes from human-beings . Then    
                                          ’     

certainly indeed, during sickness and the greatest suffering of families , which surely then 
                                                          

arise from certain ancient sources of guilt/pathologos/wrath, Mania has Intervened and  
                                                  

by Being Under Its Prophetic Power , those who are in need have discovered A Way of  
                                                                                         −    

Liberation , by Taking Refuge in Prayers and also in The Service of The Gods . Surely 
   −                                                 

then from which Source ; such as by Purifications and by Mystic Rites , the one who  
                                                                                   − 

happens to encounter Herself is made Safe for both the present time and the time      
−                         

thereafter ; and so for the one who is Rightly-Possessed of  Madness , The Liberation  
                                                           

from the present ills is discovered .       Then A Third Kind of possession and Madness  
                                    

comes from The Muses , by taking hold of a tender and pure Soul , Arousing-Her and 
                                          

Exciting-Her-with-Bacchic-Frenzy through both Songs and by other Poetry/Creativity ,  
                                                           

She Adorns countless works of the ancients , in Order to Educate the later generations .  
                                               

But the one who comes to The Poetic Doors of The Muses without Madness , by thus 
  ’                                         

believing that they will be a sufficient poet by art , self will be ineffectual , and the poetry   
                               

of the sane one will vanish by being subject to The Poetry of The Mania-Inspired Ones .                 
                                                 

 

Paragraph 23                                              (1) The Better and  

                                                                      (2) the worse                        
 

Nevertheless I can mention So Many Beautiful Works of Inspired Madness   
245B                                                     
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and More Still that have come to Be from The Gods  
                                                                  

so that indeed concerning This Self , let Us not be frightened , nor alarmed 
                                                                 

by The Logos of one who uproariously says to Ourselves , that 
                                                                                       

(2) the “sound-minded” friend must be preferred/chosen over/before  
                                                               

 (1) The One who has been Agitated/Aroused/Excited/Moved . 

                                                                                                        

Therefore this must be demonstrated by that one in order to bear The Prizes of Victory ;  
                                                                   

that Love is not Sent from The Gods 
                                                       

for The Benefit/Advantage/Profit 
                                                ’                             

of both The Beloved and The Lover . 
                                                                     

Whereas in turn , it must be Demonstrated by Ourselves in the opposite way  
                                                                                   

 that Such-Like Madness is a Gift from The Gods 
                                                         

for The Purpose of The Greatest Good-Fortune . 
     C                                ’                                

But surely then on the one hand , the cleaver will be distrustful , 
                                                                             

whereas on the other hand , The Wise will Trust the following Proof : 
                                                                                         

Therefore we must First Intellect by Observing The Truth about both  
                                                               

(1)  The Natural Way The Divine Soul (The Active Agent) Acts , and  
                                                                                           

 (2) The Natural Way the human aspect (the passive patient) is acted upon/undergoes . 
                                                                                                        

Therefore the beginning of our Proof is as follows  
                                                                                   

 

Paragraph 24                        (1) The Immortality of The Soul Herself 

(2) The mortality of that which is acted upon/generated (body) 
 

Every Soul is Immortal . 
                                                              

For That which is Forever-Motive is Immortal ; 
                                                                      

whereas , that which both moves another and is being moved by another ,  
                   ’                                             ’    

once it ceases to maintain motion , it also ceases to possess life ; 
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Surely then , Only That which is Self-Motive , inasmuch as Self Never abandons Itself , 
                                                                    

will Not ever cease , to Keep-on-moving ,  
                                                                   

hence , This is also The Source and Archetypal-Beginning of Motion , 
D                                                               

for all those others who maintain their motion . 
                                                                      

Therefore , The Archetypal-Beginning is Un-generated . 
                                                                                              

For all that is generated , must be generated from an Archetypal-Source , 
                                                

But Self  is not generated out of anything at all ;  
                                               ’                                      

for if The Archetypal-Beginning were generated out of anything , 
                                                                                          

then , Self would not be generated from an Archetypal-Source . 
                                                                                     

Therefore , since indeed Self is Un-generated , then Self must also be Indestructible . 
                                                      

For surely if The Archetypal Source were destroyed ,  
                                                                                

Self could not ever be generated from anything , nor anything else from That ,  
                                                         

Since indeed everything must be generated from an Archetypal Source . 
                                                                          

Surely then on the one hand , in this way , That which is Self-motive ,  
                                                                                             

is The Archetypal Self Source of Motion .   
                                                                                

thus on the other hand , This can neither be destroyed nor generated ,  
                                               ’       

otherwise both all that is Heaven and all generation must altogether come to a halt ,   
E                                             

and never again have a Source from where to originate their generation .  
                                                       

 Then since That which is Moved from Itself , has been seen to be Immortal ,  
                                 ’                     

then The One who says that This Ousia and Self Logos of The Soul  
                                                      

will not fall into disgrace/dishonor/shame .  
                       

For every body , on the one hand , which derives its motion from without , is soulless ,  
                                                                           

whereas on the other hand , that which derives its motion from within Self , is Ensouled ,  
                                                                                                      

۞ 
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since by This Being The Nature of The Soul ; 
                                                               

Then if This has to Be in this way , then That which moves Self from Itself ,  
    ’                                               

is nothing else than The Soul .  
        

Soul then must necessarily arise from an Un-generated and Immortal Source . 
                                                            

 

Paragraph 25                (1)The Divine Idea/Power of Self : The Good  Horse 

                                                                 (2) The Worse Horse 
And The (Self) Charioteer  

 

Therefore on the one hand , concerning The Immortality of Self , enough has been said . 

                                                                                      

Whereas on the other hand , concerning The Idea of Self , the following must be said . 

                                                                                           

On the one hand , What That Is , would involve an entirely extended unfoldment , 

                                                                                 

that is also in every way Divine , 

                                                                             

But on the other hand , to describe that which This Idea Resembles ,  

                                                                                                                   

involves a much shorter and human undertaking ; 

                                                                

therefore , let us speak in this way . 

                                                                        

Surely then , I will Liken Self to The Innate/Inborn/Congenital/Natural Power 

                                                                                                 

of a Yoked-Pair of Winged Horses and their Charioteer . 

                                                                    

Therefore on the one hand , both The Horses and The Charioteers of The Gods  

                                                                                        

are Selves both Entirely Good and Spring from Those that are Good , 

                                                                    

whereas on the other hand , all the others have been mixed ; 

B                                                                                

and so first of all , on the one hand , The Leaders/Rulers of Ourselves Drive the pair ,  

                                                                         

second of all , of which pair , The One of the horses , Self is Beautiful and Good 

                                                                          

and springs from Such as are Beautiful and Good , 

                                                                                              

whereas the other horse springs from opposite stock and contrary to The One . 

                                                                                          

Surely then concerning Ourselves , the driving is necessarily difficult and ill-disposed . 

                                                       

Surely then , one must try to explain in what way Self is called  
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both a mortal and an Immortal Living-being . 

                                                                 

Every Soul takes care of everything that is soulless ,  

                                                

thus , She traverses The Entire Heaven ,  

                                                             

sometimes , coming into existence in one form , sometimes in another . 

                                                                             ’ : 

Thus on the one hand , when Being Perfect and Fully-winged ,  

                                                                      

She Soars Upon High and Administers The Entire Kosmos ; 

C                                          (Active) 

--- 

whereas on the other hand , the soul that has shed her feathers , is carried round , 

                                                                               (passive) 

until she gets a hold of something solid ,  

       

into which she settles , by taking on an earthly body ,      

                                                 

which self , appears to move self because of the power of that soul . 

                                                         

The composite , is called a living-being , being composed of soul and body ,  

                                                                 

and furthermore , she has been designated as mortal . 

                                            ’                                

since the composite living-being is not Immortal by any rational reasoning process ,  

                                                           ’            

since we can neither mold nor behold nor sufficiently conceive of a Deity ,   

D                                 

that is a certain Immortal Living-Being ,  

                                                                                  

that on the one hand , possesses a Soul ,   

                                                                                    

yet on the other hand , also possesses a body (!) 

                                                                                             

and that these are somehow naturally conjoined (!)   

                                                                              

throughout the whole of time . (!) 

                                                                           

However , on the one hand , let these matters and our words concerning them ,  

                                                                      

Truly be in whatever way is Dear to The God . 

                                                                               

But now we will consider , the reason why the wings were cast aside .  

                         ’                              

for which reason , the soul is at a loss/in dire-straights . 

                                      ’                                                  

Thus , it is something such as this .  
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Paragraph 26                     (1) The Well-Matched , Divine Harmonious Impulses 

                                                                             and 

                                          (2) the ill-matched , earth-bound discordant impulses 
 

The Natural Function of The Wing is to Lead that which is heavy  

                                                             

by Lifting it Above , to Where The Genus of The Gods Dwell . 

                                                          

Thus in this way this function has most in common with The Divine  

                                                                       

than all the other functions pertaining to the body  

                                                                                           

Since The Divine  

                                                                          

is Beautiful , Wise and Good  

E                                                             

and All Such-like Essences ,  

                                                                 

surely then , The Plumage of The Soul is indeed Nourished by These  

                                                                 

and especially made to grow ,  

                                                                

but by their opposites , such as vileness/ugliness and vice ,  

                                                              

The Plumage is dissolved and destroyed .   

                                                                

Surely then , on the one hand , when The Great Leader in Heaven ,  

                                                                                 

Zeus , Driving A Winged Chariot , Proceeds First  

                                                

Arranging and Caring for All ,  

                                                 

thus being Followed by The Army of The Gods and Holy-Spirits ,  

              ’                                        

Having Been Arranged according to Eleven Divisions ;   

                                                                   

for Hestia Alone Remains in The House of The Gods ; 

                                                                    

while the remaining Other Ruler Gods who are Twelve in Number , Lead Their Divisions ,  

                              

Each One , according to The Order which was Appointed .   

                                                                           

Therefore , on the one hand , there are Many Blessed Visions as well as Orbits within Heaven , 

                                                 

Along which The Blessed Genus of The Gods Turn-Round , 

                                                             

Each Self Attending to That which belongs to Selves ,    

                                                                

۞ 
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thus it is always the case , that whosoever Wishes , and is Able , Follows , 

                                                                           

for jealousy lies outside The Divine Chorus . 

                                                      

Surely then , when They Go in order to Feast and Banquet ,   

                                                            

They Proceed Upwards to The Summit Under The Arch of Heaven ,  

B                              

which surely , on the one hand , The Chariots of The Gods ,   

                                                                                  

by Being Well-matched are Obedient to the rein , and Proceed in an easy manner , 

                                                                          

 −−− 

whereas on the other hand , the others proceed with difficulty ; 

                                                                                                     

for the horse partaking of depravity , becomes heavy , 

                                                             

which has not been properly disciplined by the charioteers ,  

                                                              

and is indeed inclined and weighed-down towards The Earth ;  

                                                                        

and surely therein awaits the most extreme toil and struggles for the soul .  

                                                      

For on the one hand , Those that are called Immortal ,  

                                                                   

whenever They come to The Summit , 

                                                ’             

They Journey Outside ,  

                                                                   

and take Their Place upon The Outer Surface of The Heaven , 

C                                                               

there then , Selves Stand in Place , 

                                                                           

while Selves are Taken-Round Its Circumference , 

                                                                                     

and thus , They Behold Those Beings Outside of The Heaven . 

                                                                         
 

Paragraph 27                                          The Super-Celestial Place 
 

But The Super-Celestial Place  

       

has not ever yet been Worthily Praised , nor ever will be Praised ,   

                                      ’                   

by any of those poets from here , 

                                                                       

but It has to be in the following way . 

                                                                                            

For I must therefore indeed dare to speak The Truth , 
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especially since it is also The Truth I am speaking about . 

                                                                  

For It is Truly The Colorless and Shapeless and Intangible Ousia 

                                     

concerning Which , The Genus of True Knowledge Keeps/Maintains/Holds This Place 

                                                  

by Being Only Visible to The Intellect , The Pilot of The Soul 

D                                                            

Therefore , just as The Divine Understanding  

                                                          ’                      

and That of every soul 

                                                                  

is Nurtured by Intellect and Undefiled/Faultless/Untainted Knowledge 

                                                                       

by as much as She may be able to receive That which is Proper ,  

                                                                   

She is Well-disposed in Seeing The Being/Reality and in Contemplating The Truth ,  

                                                                        

and , for a period of Time , She Rejoices ,   

                                                                        

until The Circular Revolution will bring Her back-again to The Same Point (Sym 220C) .  

                                                                        

Thus , in That Revolution She Beholds on the one hand , Self Righteousness ,  

                                                              

and on the other hand , She Beholds Self Soundmindedness ,  

                                                                                         

Furthermore She Beholds Self Knowledge ,   

                                                                               

not indeed the knowledge that is derived from generation ,   

                                                                                      

which we now call “real-being” 

E                                                

nor that which exists at one time in one way  

                                        ’                                  

and exists at another time in another way ,  

                                                                                              

but The Knowledge that Abides in That which is Truly Real/Being :  

                                                  

and in the same way , She Speculates and Feasts upon  

                                                       

The Other Truly Real Beings ,  

                                                                     

re-entering again Inside/Within The Heaven ,  

                                                         

She returns Home ,  

    

then The Charioteer of Self returns the horses to the manger 

                                    

۞ 
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setting-up ambrosia for them to feed-upon    

                                                             

and ambrosial nectar for them to drink . 

                                                ’           
 

Paragraph 28                                The Best Life in The Region Below  

                                             and the worse life in The Region Below 
 

And so , on the one hand , Such is The Life of The Gods .  

                                                                                          

Whereas in regards to the other souls ,  

                                                                        

on the one hand , That Soul which is Best ,  

                                                                                         

Follows and Resembles Divinity , 

                                                            

by super-elevating The Head/Intellect of The Charioteer into The Outer Place ,  

              ()                      

and She is carried round together in That Revolution ,     

                                                                 

and if she is troubled/confused by the horses , she barely catches sight of The Real Beings , 

                                                        

Thus on the one hand , at certain times She rises-up ,  

                                                                                                

but on the other hand , at other times she plunges-down  

                                                ’                                                         

thus , by being over-powered by the horses  

                                                                          

she sees some Real Beings , but not Others .    

                                                                               ’    

Surely then , on the one hand , all the other souls who follow ,  

                                                                        

yearn for The Upper Region ,   

                                                                     

but on the other hand , they are unable to do so , being carried round underwater ,  

                                                                   

trampling and casting spears at one another ,   

    B                                       

the one being pierced quite through by the other . 

                                                      

Therefore , the trouble and the contest for superiority and the sweat come to be extreme ,  

                                                               

and surely because of which , on the one hand , many souls are maimed ,  

                                                                                             

and on the other hand , many wings of many souls are broken , 

                                                                        

by the deficiency of the charioteers : 

                                                                                  : 

then after having undergone much toil , they all depart  
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without gaining The Vision of Being/Reality ,  

                                                                   

and having departed they use opinion for nourishment   .  

                                                        

Thus ,  for the sake of which , there is much eagerness 

                                   ’            ’                                  

to see where The Plain of Truth is ,  

                                                           

surely then either , that which is Proper Pasturage for The Best Part of the soul ,  

                                                                          

happens to be from That Meadow ,  

         

or , that from This Meadow , the nature of The Wing is nourished ,  

                                                                    

by which the soul is enabled to Ascend .  

C                                                                    

And The Following , is The Order/Law of Adrasteia/Destiny ;  

                                                                                   
 

-The Best (The One) Life for The Soul- 
 

whichever soul that follows along with Divinity and which has Beheld Any of The Realities ,  

                                                                   

shall be free from harm  

                                                                        

until another period comes to be ,  

                                                    

and if She is always able to accomplish This Vision ,  

                                                                      

then She shall always be unharmed .  

                                                                      
 

-All other souls/lives (The Many)-  
 

But when through the inability to follow after , she fails to See , 

                                                            

and through some misfortune she is subject to being filled with forgetfulness  

                                                     

and vice , she grows heavy , then , having grown heavy ,  

                                                       

she losses her Wings and falls to The Earth ; 

                                                    

at that time -in her first birth- it is The Law    

D                                                      

that this soul shall not be implanted into any bestial nature . 

                                                        
 

Thus , on the one hand , The Soul that has Seen The Most Real Beings ,  

                                                                   

shall be born in A Brave Nature who is to be a Philosopher       
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or a Lover of Beauty or a Lover of Music and Devoted to The Concerns of Love ,  

                                                                                   

whereas on the other hand , the soul that is second shall enter into  

                                                                                               

a Law-abiding , or a Warrior King ,   

                                                   

the third shall enter into a politician , or a businessman or a money-maker ,  

                                         

the fourth shall enter into a hard-working gymnast , or one concerned with healing the body ,  

                              

the fifth shall be the life of a prophet or one concerned with mystic rites .  

248E                                              

The sixth , shall be harmonized to that of a poet or some other imitative artist ,  

                                                              

--- 

the seventh , to a craftsman or a husbandman ,  

                                                           

the eighth , to a sophist or a man/woman of the people ,  

                                                                        

the ninth , to a tyrant .  

                                                                   
 

Paragraph 29                         The Best and the worst souls continued 
 

Surely then , on the one hand , in all these lives , whosoever lives their life in A Just Way ,   

                                                                         

has a Share/Partakes of Better Allotment/Destiny , 

                                                             

whereas on the other hand , whosoever lives their life in an unjust way , 

                                       ’                                                                          

partakes of a worse fate . 

   

For on the one hand , each soul does not return to The Same Point (247D) ,   

                                                      

from where she came , for ten thousand years :  

                                                                             

for she will not re-gain her Wings prior to such a period of time ,  

                                                                   

except for the soul of the one who has been a Philosopher in a sincere way ,  

                                                                    

or one who along with being a Lover of Wisdom is also a Lover/Educator of A Beloved-one , 

                                                                                  

but these , on the other hand , in the third period of one thousand years ,  

                                                                            

if they have chosen this same way of life for three successive periods ,  

                                                                        

have restored their Wings in this way ,  

                                                                         

and in the three thousandth year , they Depart . 
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But the other souls , when they have completed their first life ,  

                                                    

undergo Judgment , then having undergone Judgment ,  

                                                                  

on the one hand , some go to the places of correction under The Earth   

                                                                

to pay their full penalty , while on the other hand ,  

                                                                  ’  

       others are raised-up by Justice , into a Heavenly place , to pass their time ,     

B                     

 in a way which is worthy of the life they lived while in a human form .  

                                                                           

But in the thousandth year , both come to draw lots and choose their second life ,  

                

each soul choosing whatever she wishes .  

      

and therein the human soul may pass into the life of a beast ,  

                                           

and a soul which was once human , may pass again from that of a beast into that of a human .  

                                                         

For the soul which has indeed not ever seen The Truth can never enter into the following form .  

                                                     . 

For a soul must bring-together A Human-Being According to The Form/Idea/Species  

                                                      ’                                  

which is said to proceed from many perceptions into a One Idea 

                                                             

that has been Chosen/Filtered/Distilled/Grasped-together by The Power of The Logos .   

C                                 ()                                               

But this is The Recollection of Those Real Beings , which our soul once Beheld ,   

               ’                                ’   

when She Journeyed with God  

                                                                          

and by lifting Her Vision Above    

                                                                          

She also lifted Her Head into Real Being    

                                                            

which we now affirm to Be .  

                                                                          

Surely then , it is Justly through this , that only The Mind of the Philosopher has Wings , 

                                                           

for by as much as they are able , their Memory is Always attending to Those Real Beings ,   

                                                                    

in relation to which Realities even The Gods are Made Divine .  

                                                                               

Surely then , The Virile Nature who Employs such Awakened-Memories Rightly ,  

                                                      

Is Always being Initiated into Perfect Mysteries 

                                                                  

۞ 
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and thus , This Virile Nature alone , becomes Truly Perfect .  

                                                                                  

Thus by Diverting Their Attention Away from human interests-pursuits 

D                                                

and by Turning-Their-Attention toward The Divine (Rep 518C) ,  

                                                                   

on the one hand , They are rebuked by the many as being disturbed/insane ,  

                                                          

whereas on the other hand , the many are unaware that They are Inspired-by-God .   

                                                                           
 

Paragraph 30                                        The 4th Kind of Madness 

 

Therefore , surely in this place , The Whole Logos   

                                                                                         

is about The Fourth Kind of Madness , 

                                                          

by means of which , when The One Who Sees The One who is Beautiful here ,  

                                                                                 

is brought to The Recollection of The Truth ,  

                                                           

Their Feathers grow and Long to stretch Their Feathers aloft , but are unable to do so , 

                          ,                

and like a flightless-bird who is accustomed to gazing upward and neglecting the interests below , 

                                                                           

They are accused as being ‘one that has to be insanely disposed’ .  

249E                                                                 

Accordingly then , of All The Enthusiasms/Divine-Inspirations , Self Is The Best   

                                                                        

and also Arises from The Best of Sources/Origins ;  

                                                                 

for That One is Possessed and That One Communes of Self ;  

                                                                  

and that by Participating of This Mania/Madness ,  

                                                           

The One Who Loves Those that are Beautiful is called a Lover .  

                                                                       

For on the one hand , just as it has been said ,  

                                                                         

Every Human Soul by Her Self Nature , has Seen The Real Beings ,   

                                                            

otherwise , She would not have entered into this Type of Living-being ,  

                                                                                      

Even though , it is not easy for every human soul ,  

                                           ’                                         

to Grasp from Earthly manifestations ,  

                                                                                   

The Recollection of Those Real Beings , 
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nor for those who Saw briefly in That Place , at That Time ,  

                                                                      

nor for those who were unfortunate to have fallen to this place ,  

                                                                  

so that by being under the influence of certain associations 

                                                                                     

have turned to the life of injustice ,  

                                                             

having thus become oblivious of  The Holy Visions , which they Saw at That time .  

                                                                                            

Surely then , Few remain who can sufficiently retain The Memory of That Place . 

                                                         

But on the other hand , when These Few Selves See any Likeness here ,  

                                                                                  

of The Real Beings from That Place , They become filled with wonder ,  

                                                                               

and as it were , no longer of Selves ,  

                                                                    ’           

since They are ignorant of that which Is The Source of this wondrous condition ,  

             ’                                                                           

because they do not perceive This in a Sufficient Way . 

B                                                         

Therefore , on the one hand , there is no Luminosity  

                                                                              

in The Earthly likenesses of Righteousness and Soundmindedness ,  

                                     

nor also , in Such Other Ideas which are Precious to Souls .  

                                                                    

Thus , only a Few are drawn to Their images ,  

                                                    

through the difficulty of benighted/faint organs of sense to See from selves ,  

                 ’                                                    

The Nature/Genus of That which they imitate ,  

                                                                        

But at The Time during which They Saw Beauty , Resplendent in The Clarity of Truth ,  

                  ’                                                                                  

when , Along-with That Wholesome Chorus  

                                                                          

-Ourselves , on the one hand , Following-along with ZEUS , 

                                                                                  

but on the other hand , the others , Following-along with Another of The Gods- 

                                                                           ’                        

Beheld That Blessed Sight and Vision ,   

                                                           

and were Initiated into That which is Lawfully said to be ,  

                                                                       

The Most-Blessed of Mysteries ,  

 250C                                                

۞ 
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which Ourselves Celebrated in a State of Perfection ,  

                                                                       

and when on the one hand , by Being unaffected/inexperienced of defects to Ourselves  

                                                                                             

which awaited Ourselves , in the time to come ,  

                                                        

Thus on the other hand , we were also permitted into The Highest Mysteries as Initiates ,  

                                                                                                

of Absolutely-Simple , and Perfect , and Calm/Unperturbed , and  

                                                                          

Wholesomely-Divine Spiritual Revelations ,  

                                                                              

Which Ourselves Saw in Pure Splendor  , Being Ourselves Pure ,  

                                                                              

and not entombed by this , which we now carry-about , and call the body ,  

                                        

in which Ourselves are imprisoned , like an oyster .       

                                                                    
 

Paragraph 31       The Recollection of That Beauty through These Beauties 
 

Therefore , on the one hand , through these considerations ,  

                                                                                     

we offer our Goodwill to Memory ,  

         

Through which I have now spoken , at some length ,  

                                       ’                                 

by Longing for The Visions of That Time .  

                                                                                      

whereas on the other hand , just as we said , concerning Beauty     

D                                                               (neuter)  

By Being Brilliant and In Communion with Those Other Ideas ,  

                                                      ’                                

and since we have come here , we have grasped Self 

                                       ’                   (neuter) 

Shining Most-Clearly , through The Clearest of our senses . 

                         

For Sight is the Most-Acute of the bodily senses that arise in Ourselves , 

                                   

although indeed , Sight cannot see Mindfulness/Presence of Mind ,   

                                                                                                    

−For in that case a terrible Love would Arise ,  

                                         −                    

if such a Clear Likeness of Herself were granted to our Sight-   

                                 −  

and so also for The Other Beloved Ideas  . 

                                                                         

But now ,  Beauty alone has this Fate/Portion/Share/Right/Privilege ,   

                                                                    

۞ 
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So that She Alone is The Most-Manifest and The Most-Beloved .  

                        ’                                  

Therefore , on the one hand , the one who has not been newly Initiated ,   

E                                                                                        

nor the one who has been corrupted , does not rise quickly (in 3 cycles)   

                                                            

from this realm , to That Realm of Self Beauty ,   

                                                                     

when they see , One that has The Name of Self  here .  

                                                             

So that they do not Revere It when they are in Its proximity ,  

                                 ’                                                   

but instead , give themselves up to pleasure , like a four-footed beast , and 

                   ’                                                           

by turning to feeding on the pasturage of begetting , and by making insolence their companion ,  

                                      

not being afraid nor ashamed , of pursuing pleasure that is contrary to nature . 

                  ’                         

Whereas on the other hand , The One who is newly Initiated ,  

                                                                                                      

who beheld Many of Those Realities at That time ,  

                                                                                

when They See a Divine-like Character ,  

                                                             

as a Good Representation of Beauty ,  

                                                                    

or some Ideal bodily-form ,  

                                                                

on the one hand , They tremble at first ,  

                                                                            

and at that time something of That Old Awe overwhelms Self ,  

                                                                  

then , as They gaze-upon This Divine Character , They revere Self   

                                                                                

And if they were not afraid of the reputation of being thoroughly insane ,  

                                    `                           

They would make holy-offerings to Their Beloved-ones , 

                                                                                       

as if They were Divine or Divine-likenesses .  

                                                                              

Then on the other hand , as They gaze upon Self ,  

                                                     ’                                        

A Turning-About/Transition (Rep 518C)  takes-hold of Them ;   

                                                                                  

such as , an uncommon Heat and Sweat Arises from Their trembling ,  

                                                               

for by Receiving The Flow of Beauty through the eyes , They are Heated ,  

                  

۞ 
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in as much as The Flow Irrigates The Nature of The Feather ,  

                                                                                     

then , by being Heated , that which checked Their sprouting-forth , is melted away , 

                                                                    

which Feather-germs , from long ago , had been enclosed by a hard-shell , 

                                                                        

preventing Them from sprouting-forth .  

                                                                             

Therefore , as The Nourishment Flows in Her ,  

                                                                         

these sprouts , both begin to stir and grow from the root ;  

                                                        

the shaft of The Feather underlying The Whole Idea of The Soul ;  

                                                         

for She was , in ancient times , Wholly Feathered .  

                                                                     
 

Paragraph 32                   The Transformative Condition of The Lover 

And Its Cause 
 

Therefore , in This Turning-about The Whole Soul boils-over and gushes-forth ;  

                                                                                       

and just as those babies that are cutting teeth come to be affected ,  

C                                             

when they are about to begin to grow their teeth ,  

                                                             

undergo both an itching and irritation around the gums , 

                                                           

surely then, is The Soul affected in the same way when The Feathers begin to grow ;  

                                                           

She boils-over and is irritated and agitated by the growth of The Feathers . 

                                                

Therefore , on the one hand , when the Lover gazes upon The Beauty of the Beloved  

                                                                  

She receives the Portion and Flow that issues from That Source , 

                                        ’                   

-surely then , by which reason , this Portion and Flow is called Yearning/Longing-   

                                                                                                

then , by their Longing being Irrigated and Heated , Lovers cease from their distress ,  

                                                      

D                                                            and Rejoice .   

     

Whereas on the other hand , when the Longing of the Lover happens to be separated apart   

                                                                                                              

from Its Therapeutic Source , She also becomes parched ,   

                                                                                                        

and the mouths of the passages , from which The Feathers Arise ,  

                                                             

close-up and altogether-dry-up , shutting-off the sprouting Feathers  
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so that they Throb within , along with the Longing , like pulsing oars ,  

                  ’                      

so that each sprout Pricks the passage in which itself is ,  

                                                    ’    

so that The Whole Soul is tormented and sorely-distressed by being Stung from all around ,    

                                                       

Whereas in turn , by Maintaining The Memory of The Beautiful-One the Lover Rejoices . 

      ’                                                                              . 

Whereas , out of the mixture of both of these , there Arises A (3rd) Strange Condition ; 

251E ’                                                                    

that of being both sorely-distressed and in an incontrollable Fury ,  

                                                                           

and so by Being Driven to Madness ,  

                                                                          

She can neither sleep at night , nor can She indeed abide anywhere by day ,  

                                  ’   

but She runs about through Her Longing , 

                                                                                        

to wherever She thinks She may be able catch a glimpse of the Beautiful One .  

                                                               

Whereas on the one hand when She Sees the Beloved , the Longing becomes Channeled ,  

                                                                                       

and at this time , those which had been confined are Liberated ,  

                                                                  ()   

and so on the other hand , She Recovers Her-Breath from the Stinging ,  

                                                                                  

and Her labor-pains also cease ,  

                                                                      

Then in turn , She Benefits by Being in The Presence of This Sweetest Pleasure . 

252A   ’                                    

Surely then , for which reason , The Soul will not voluntarily/willingly ,  

                                                                                             

 be kept apart from the Beautiful One ,  

                                                         

and for the most part does not esteem/care about anything ,  

                                                                           

since , the Lover forgets mothers and brothers and companions ,  

                                           

and also neglects property and cares nothing for its loss , thus the Lover  

                            ’   ’     

despises all customs and proprieties , with which they were formerly adorned ,  

                   

being ready to serve and to sleep wherever they are allowed ,  

                                             

so long as he is as near as possible to The Object of their Longing ;  

                                                                                                     

for the Lover is not only possessed by Reverence for the Beautiful One , 

                                                                       

۞ 
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but the Lover also finds in The Beloved the only Healer of their greatest torments .  

252B                                                               

But this (3rd) Condition , O beautiful youth , to which The Logos of Myself surely refers ,  

                                                                 

has on the one hand , been named Love by human-beings ,  

                                                                 

whereas on the other hand , when you hear what The Gods call It ,  

                                                                                      

it is likely , that it will appear funny , because of your youth .   

                                                                               

Nevertheless , some of The Homeric Society , as it appears to me ,  

                                                                                     

repeat two verses about Love , from the Hidden/Esoteric Sayings of Homer ;  

                                            

the first of which seems very outrageous and it is not perfectly metrical .  

                                           

thus , they sing them as follows :  

                                                                                  

thus surely , mortals , on the one hand , call Love Winged ,  

C                   ’                             ()   

Whereas Immortals , on the other hand , call Love Plumed/Feathered ,  

                                                                                               

because The Lover Must Necessarily Produce/Grow/Sprout-Feathers .   

                                                                                               

Surely then , on the one hand , you may Trust in this , then again you may not ; 

                                                                    

but indeed , both the Condition of The Lovers , and That Cause of this Condition ,   

                                                          

nevertheless happen to Hit Being/Truth .  

                                                                           
 

Paragraph 33                                     The Four Kinds of Madness 
 

Therefore , on the one hand , when One of The Followers of Zeus ,  

                                                                                          

is taken captive (by Madness) , they are able to bear with greater firmness (Phaedo 85D , 99D) ,  

                                                        

the burden/load/weight of The Name-of-Feathered ,  

                                                                            

whereas on the other hand , those who both attend to Ares ,  

                                                                                

and follow-in-the-circuit in conjunction with That God ,  

                                                           ’                

when they have been taken captive by Love , 

                                                                          ’   

and believe that they have been wronged , in any way , by the Beloved 

                                                                     

they become murderous/blood-thirsty/sanguine ,   

                                                                                                            

۞ 
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and they are ready to sacrifice selves and the beloved . 

                                           

In the same way also for each of The Gods ;  

D                                                    ’     

around which , each one was a dancer ,  

                                                                      

by Honoring and Imitating That Life , as far as they were able , 

                                            

and as long as they truly remain Free-from-corruption , 

                                                                                               

so also , they live their first life Here .  

                                                          

And so , the Lover associates and conducts himself in this way   

                                                                      

toward the Beloved , and to all others .  

                                               

Therefore , each one chooses their Love , from Those that are Beautiful ,  

                                                       

both molding and adorning their Beloved  

      

as if Being a Divine-living-statue and as if Self were Divine ,  

                                                                  

by Honoring and Worshiping Themselves .  

E                                               

Therefore , surely then , The Followers of Zeus , on the one hand 

                                                                                                

Search for The Soul of the Beloved , from among Selves to be Zeus-like . 

                            ’             

Therefore , They consider that if The Soul is Philosophical and has The Nature of a Leader ,  

                                                              

and then when They Find That Soul They fall in Love with Her ,  

                                                                           

and so They do all they can , so that They will Be such a Character .     

                                                                         

Therefore , if the Lover had not previously Embarked upon getting The Object of Their Pursuit ,  

                                                                              

then at that time , Selves will Seek to Learn from whatever Source they can get Their hands on ,  

                             

thus , They search to Discover clues from within Themselves ,  

                                         ’          

of The Nature of Their God and are Necessarily Successful   

                                           

by keeping Their Attention Firmly-fixed in Relation to The God , 

                                                                       

and by Touching Self through Reminiscence , They become Divinely-Inspired ,  

                                                      

and They Receive from That Source The Dispositions and The Pursuits ,  

                                                      

۞ 
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by as much as it is possible for a human-being to Participate/Share of The Divine . 

           ’                                                          

And surely then , They attribute These Blessings to the Beloved ,  

                                                                    

and so They are even more Well-Pleased/Content than before . 

                                                                                             

And if They Draw The Waters of Inspiration from Zeus ,   

                                                                                          

then , just as The Bacchants , They pour Them upon The Soul of the Beloved ,  

                                          

thus making the Beloved , as far as possible ,  

                                                                             

Most-like Their God .     

                                                         

Then in turn , Those who Follow after Hera , Seek A Kingly Nature ,  

B               ’                     ’           

and when They have Found Such A Nature , They Act 

                                                                                           

in every way , in The Same/Corresponding Way , toward This Nature . 

                                                                                         

Then , so also for The Followers of Apollo ,  

                                                                              

and for each of The Gods ;  

      

They go out Searching for Their Beloved ;  

                                                         

in a youth whose Nature accords with that of Their God ,  

                                                     

and when They have gained Their affection , by Imitating Selves   

                                                                   

and also by Persuasion and Rhythmic-measures , They Lead Their youths ,  

                                                   

to The Pursuit and to The Idea of That God , as far as Each is able  

                                           

not by employing jealousy nor illiberal malice towards Their Beloved  

                       ’        

but by Single-minded Unwavering-Pursuit ; by every means in Their power , 

                 ’                                      

to thus Lead Selves to the Likeness of The God whom They Revere . 

C                                         

Therefore , on the one hand , The Desire of Those who are In Very Truth Lovers ,  

                                                                          

and The Initiation into The Mysteries/The Mystic Rites of Love ,   

                                                                                                                 

if indeed They quite accomplish that which They Desire , in the way I describe , 

                                                                     

is in this way Beautiful and also Brings-about Spiritual-Well-Being 

                                                                  

۞ 
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Through The Lover , under the spell of The Fury of Love for The Beloved .  

                  ’                                              

But surely on the other hand , The One who is captured ,  

                                                                                                

if They are captured , is captured in the following way .  

                                                               
 

Paragraph 34                 The Distinction of The Excellence and the defect 

                                                               of The Two Horses 
 

Just as I did in the beginning of This Logos (Iliad 1.221) 

                                                

  when I divided Each Soul into Three Parts (Parmenides 142D) ;  

                                         

The Third One , being The Idea of The Charioteer ,  

D                                                                       

and thus , let us now still retain these three parts .  

                                                                 

Surely then , on the one hand , we said that One of The Horses was Good ,  

                                                                                  

while on the other hand , the Other one was not , although  

                                           ’                                                                    

we did not distinctly say what was The Excellence/Virtue of The Good Horse    

                                                                                 

or the defect/vice of the inferior horse .  

                                                                                       

Therefore , this is what we must now define .  

                                                                                           

Now then , One of Selves , takes Its stand among The Beautiful ;  

                                                                 

Being White to View , having An Upright and Well-joined Ideal-form ,  

                                                                

a Noble head held On-High , a long Ibis-Like muzzle , and Ebony-eyes  

                                                                               

A Lover of Honor that is Conjoined to Soundmindedness and Reverence ,    

                                                                

and by being The Companion of Right Opinion , needs no whip nor spur ,  

                                                                    

for he is Guided only by Commands and by The Logos . 

                                                              

whereas in turn , the other horse , is colored-black     

                                                                       ’                               

and for the most part , by being randomly put together , is twisted ; 

E                                                             

having a stiff-neck , short muzzle and snub-face , and grey , blood-shot eyes , 

           ,           

and is the companion of hubris and pretension , by being shaggy-eared and hard-of-hearing 

                                                    

and is just barely obedient to whips with spikes .  
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Surely then , when The Eye of The Charioteer Beholds the Beloved , 

                      ’                                  

a sensation of warmth is suffused throughout All The Soul , 

                                                             

and She is filled with the titillations and stings of Longing .  

                                        

Then on the one hand , The One of the horses that is Obedient to The Charioteer ,  

                                                                                    

by being over-powered , at that time as always , by Reverence , 

                                                                               

Controls Itself and does not leap upon/assault the Beloved ;  

                                                            

whereas on the other hand , the other one , no longer responds to the prick of the spurs  

                                                                                        

nor the sting of the whip of The Charioteers , but leaps violently forward ,  

                                                         

and thus bringing-about all possible trouble ,  

                                                                 

to both its Yoke-Mate and Charioteer   

                                                                      

by forcing them to approach their Beloved Ones   

                                                             

and propose that the delight of sexual-pleasures be brought-about .  

                                                  

Thus , on the one hand , in the beginning ,  

                                                                             ’  

They pull back/resist , indignantly ,  

        

since They will not be forced to do terrible and unlawful deeds .  

B                                                        

but finally , on the other hand ,  

                                                                               

when there is indeed no end to its lewd insistence , They are driven on , 

                                                       

and They give-way and agree to do whatever that one says .  

                                     

And so , along with self , They come and also Behold  

                                                           ’         

The Sight of The Flashing-Radiance of the Beloved Ones ! 

                                                               

!!! 

!!! Oh-Oh !!! 

!!! 
 

Paragraph 35                                   The Struggle and The Success  
 

At that time , The Memory of The Charioteer  

                                                                            

is borne-back to The Vision of The Nature of The Beautiful ,   
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and again , Beholds Self in The Company of Soundmindedness 

                                                               

Well-Seated upon A Holy Throne :   

                                                                 

then , upon Beholding Self , Self is filled with Awe  

                                                                                            

and so Self falls backwards in Reverence ,    

                                                           

and at the same time , Self is forced to pull back on the reins so violently ,  

254C                             

so that Self sets-down both of the hoses on their haunches ,       

                              ’                              

The One , quite willingly , by not being opposed to The Charioteer ,  

                                                                           

but the arrogant one , quite unwilling .       

                                                         ’   

But after having departed for quite some time ,  

                                                                         

The One horse , by being under the influence of both Shame and Wonder ,  

                                                                                

Irrigates The Whole Soul with Sweat ,  

                                                          

whereas the other horse , once having recovered from the pain , 

                                                                                              

which it suffered under the bit of the rein and the fall ,  

                                                   

having barely regained its breath , breaks-out in angry reproaches , 

                                                                 

bitterly reviling both The Charioteer and the Yoke-Mate 

                                              

for Their “cowardice” and Their “lack of virility”  

D                                                                

by forsaking Their arrangement and agreement ;     

                                                                    

and again , regardless of Their unwillingness , it compels Them to approach ,  

                                                             

barely yielding when They beg to delay the matter for another time . 

                                      

But when the appointed time comes , They pretend not to remember , but it reminds Them 

                

by struggling and neighing and dragging Them , until it compels them again ,  

                                                             

to approach the Beloved Ones , with the same lewd suggestions ,  

                                           

and when they are near , the dark horse shamelessly lowers its head and raises its tail ,  

                        ’         

and biting the bit , it pulls Them forward . 

E                                                          
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Whereas The Charioteer experiences the same experience as before , but even more intensely ,  

     ’                                                                            

Thus He recoils , as if from a starting-rope ,  

                                                            

tearing the bit from the teeth of the hubristic horse , but even more violently than before ,  

                        

thus making both its vile-tongue and its jaws bleed ,  

                           −        − 

and forcing both its legs and haunches to the earth , and reducing it to torment .  

                                      

Thus , when the base horse has gone through the same experience , many times ,  

                                                                         

and has finally ceased from its hubristic ways ,  

                                                                                         

It becomes Submissive/Humble ,  

                                                                     

 and from that time forward , It Follows The Providential Lead of The Charioteer , 

                                                                                       

and when It Sees The Beautiful One It is also overwhelmed with Dread ,  

                                                                            

so that it results that from that time on , The (Whole) Soul (Rep 518C-D) of The Lover Follows   

            ’                                                    

The Beloved Ones with Respectful-Reverence and Dread . 

                          .  
 

Paragraph 36                                   The Companionship/Friendship   

of The Lover of Beauty and The Beloved Beauty 
 

Therefore , inasmuch as The Lover Provides/Attends-to/Serves   

                                                    

Every Kind of Service/Nurture , as if The Beloved Ones were Equal to A Divine Being ,  

                                                                                       

and inasmuch as They are not pretending , but They truly feel/experience This ,  

                                           ’      

and inasmuch as Self Is A Friend by Nature to The One whom They Serve ,  

                                                                          

(and although they may , at some earlier time ,  

                                                                      

have been thoroughly prejudiced by their peers or some others , who said that it was  

                                           

“a disgrace to associate with a lover”, 

                                                         

and for this reason , may have rejected The Lover) ,  

                                                                  

thus already in the course of time , by either or both The Flower of Their Life and The Need   

                                                                     

They are Led to allow Self into Their Friendship . 

B                                                 

For surely , it is The Law of Destiny ,  
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that adversity can Never Be The Friend to adversity ,  

                                                                        

and conversely , that Good must Always Be The Friend to Good .  

                                 ’                                               

Being thus Accepted The Lover is also Granted The Privilege of Logos and Friendship  

                                                                      

it comes to pass that as The Good-Will of The Lover is Distinctly-Perceived in close proximity ,  

                                                     

The Beloved One is So Struck with Admiration , that 

                                                                             

not even their other Friends and Relatives , Altogether , have any portion of Friendship ,  

       ’                                

when compared with That belonging to The Divinely-Inspired Friend . 

                                                                                  

Then when The Lover continuously Acts in This Way and comes in contact with The Beloved   

                                                                    

while exercising in the gym , and in their other Companionships ,  

                                             

now at that time , The Source/Fountain of That Flow Flows Freely upon The Lover ;  

C   ’                  

which when Zeus was In-Love-With (Model) Ganymede/Luminous-Counsel ,  

                                                                                      

called Yearning (addiction/Copy/yearning) , on the one hand , Some Flows into Self ,  

                                                                                      

and on the other hand , having been Filled-full , Some Overflows outside ;  

                                                                                  

and just as the Wind or an Echo rebounds from smooth and solid surfaces  

                                       

the impulse carries It back again from where It came ,   

                                                         

so also The Overflow of Beauty returns again to The Beautiful , Beloved One ,  

                                                

through the eyes ; insofar as they are the natural inlet of The Soul ,  

                                                          

and It excites the passages of The Feathers , and irrigates and stimulates Their growth ,  

D                

and again Fills The Soul of The Beloved One , with Love 

                                         

Therefore , on the one hand , They are In-Love ,  

                                                                                        

but on the other hand , They are at a loss to know , with whom ;  

                                                                                                           

and They do not know what It is they are experiencing , nor able to explain It , 

                 ’                                            ’         

but they are just like one who has caught a disease of the eyes , from another ,  

                  ’          ()            ’   

and is unable to give an account for It ;  

                                                                     

۞ 
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yet , They See Themselves in The Lover , as if in a mirror , without taking notice . 

            ’                                       

And on the one hand , when The Lover is present ,  

                                                                                   

just like in His case , The Beloved Ones cease from Their suffering ,   

                                                                           

and on the other hand , when Their Lover is absent ,  

                                                                                                   

just like when The Lover longs , The Beloved Ones are in turn , filled with longing ;  

                                                                                                     

thus by possessing the image/copy of Love , instead of Love ; 

                                                                        

thus Self calls it , and believes it to be ,  

E                                                  

not Love , but Friendship .   

                                                           
 

                                  (Sym 217E-219D)  FRIENDSHIP  (Nicomachos Book 1.17-5  

                                 (John 13:21-13:25)                              “Self is Equal to An Equal   

                                                                                             Just as A Friend to A Friend”) 

                                                                                                                              

                                  Love (Sym 201-202)                     longing/desire/yearning                  

                                                                                                    addiction 
 

Thus on the one hand , The Beloved desires to See The Lover ,  

                                                                                               

(although less strongly in comparison to The Lover)  

                                                      

and to have contact and to show affection , and to lie down with The Lover ,  

                                                                               :  

and quite naturally , before long , this desire , then leads to the act .  

                                                               

Therefore , on the one hand , as they lie together ,  

                                                                             

the un-corrected horse (impulse) of The Lover has something to say to The Charioteer , 

                                                   

and demands/expects a little reward , in return for its many toils ,  

                                                   

but on the other hand , the uncorrected horse(impulse) of The Beloved Ones  

                                                                                                      

has nothing to say , but being Full of Passion and confused emotions ,  

                                                                   

They embrace and show affection to The Lover , by welcoming Them ,  

                                                   

with Supreme Good-will ; 

                                                                ’          

and when They lie together ,  

     

They would not refuse to do The Part of Self in granting any favor to The Lover ,  
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(if They happened to ask for it)   

                                                                     ()   

but in turn , The Yoke-Companion (The Divine Impulse/Horse) 

                                                   ’  

along with The Charioteer , oppose all this   

                                                          

with Respect/Reverence and Logos . 

                                                 ’                        

 
Paragraph 37                            The Better and ‘Worse’ Condition 

 
Surely then , on the one hand ,  

                                                                             

if The Better Members of The Understanding-Mind are Victorious ,   

                                                                        

They will Lead to a Well-Ordered Way of Life , and to Philosophy ,  

B                                          

Thus on the one hand , They Live A Blessed and One-Minded Life , while here on Earth ,  

                                                     

on the one hand , by Being Controlled and Ordered in-of-by Selves , 

                                                                               

by subjecting the impulse of Soul which brings about overleaping-vice-defect  , 

                                                                         

and by Liberally-Giving-Free-rein  

                                                                    

to The Other Divine Impulse , which Strives after Excellence/Virtue ;   

                                                                                                                        

and surely then when These Ends have been Accomplished ,  

                                                                                      

Selves Become Winged and Weightless by Being Victorious ,  

                                            

in One of The Three (1000 Year Cycles) Truly Olympic Contests ;  

                                                 

which neither human ‘cool-headedness/sanity/soundmindedness’ nor Divine Madness   

                                                                      

is able to confer any Greater Good upon a human-being .  

                                                

Surely then , on the other hand ,  

                                                                                               

if selves live a life more-common/less-Noble and un-Philosophic ,  

                                                               

but are subject to the love of honor , it is likely that when selves have been drinking ,  

C     ()      ’                                         

or in some other moment of carelessness ,  

                                                                  

the two corresponding horses/impulses that are still in need of correction   

                                                                                    

by taking their respective soul off-guard ,  
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seize selves and bring them all together into this same condition ,  

                                                                         

and carry-out that which is exalted as “the most blessed state” by the many ,  

                                             

and once this has been carried-out ,  

                                                                

they continue the self practice , but sparingly , since what they are doing ,  

                                               

is not approved by all the members of The Understanding-Mind .  

                                                                                

Therefore , on the one hand , these two souls , pass through life , as friends to each other , 

                                                                                      

but on the other hand , less so , than Those Blessed Others ,  

                                                                                           

both , during the time of their love , and once their love is past ,  

D                                                                 

being lead to believe that they should give and receive ,   

                                                                

to each other , The Greatest Trust , which is  not Lawful to dissolve ,  

                                    

and if so dissolved , at that time , lead them into hostility .  

                                                                                                   

Then at last , when it is time to depart from the body , on the one hand , they are not-Winged ,  

                                                                

but on the other hand , their Wings have begun to grow , so that their Erotic Madness ,  

                                                              

brings them no “small reward” ; for it is The Law  

                                                 

that once those who have begun their Upward Journey ,  

                            ()     

they shall never again pass into darkness and to the journey under The Earth , 

                                                                  

but Selves shall Live a Spiritually-Wholesome Shining Life , 

                                                               

as Selves Journey with Each Other , and when Selves shall be Similarly-Plumed ,  

                 ’                            

It shall come to be for The Sake of Their Love .  

                                                                            
Paragraph 38 

Goods So Divine as These , O Dear Youth ,  

E                                               ,   

will The Friendship of The Lover bestow upon Thyself ,   

                                                   ’       

whereas , the familiarity that comes from the non-lover ,  

                                                                          

which is mixed with the mortal type of “temperance” ,  

                                                                     

and by dispensing rules of conduct that are  mortal and conservative (Rep 554) , 
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they will beget in That Friendly Soul , the narrow-mindedness/illiberality  

                                                         

which the majority praise as ‘virtue’ ;  

                                                      

causing Self to be a storm-tossed wanderer for nine thousand years , bereft of Intellect ,  

                                                   

upon The Earth and under The Earth . 

                                                                    

Self , O Dear Eros , is our Recantation to Thyself ,  

                                                                   

which we have offered and paid as Beautifully and As Well As we are able ,  

                            

especially in regards to the poetical names and other expressions which I was forced to employ 

                                          

on account of Phaedrus . 

    

Please Pardon , our first logos ,  

                                                      

and Accept This Second Logos with Favor , be Kind and Gracious   

                                                               

and neither take from Myself , nor make me blind , through avenging anger , 

                                                          ’             

The Art of Love , which Thou has Bestowed ,  

                                                         

but Grant unto Myself from The Beautiful , to be even more Esteemed than I Am now .  

       ’                                                               

But if , in our former logos , both Phaedrus and I said anything harsh against Thyself ,  

B  ’                                     

blame Lysias , the father of that (1st) logos , and make him cease from such speeches ,  

                                    

but turn Self , just as his brother Polemarchos has been turned toward Philosophy (Rep 335E),  

                  

in order that his Lover (Phaedrus) , may no longer be split in two ways , just as Self is now ,  

                                                 

but may Direct His Life Singularly 

                                                 ’           

toward Love in conjunction with Philosophical Logos’ .  
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